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Incident Response
policies & procedures

Maintain an address book
• Formal & generic contact points
- All actors involved in the incident response process
‣ Experts, management, media team, users, …

- Security teams or contacts at peer organisations
- Governing agencies
- Regional, infrastructure or national security teams
- Local law enforcement agency

• Equally important: trusted, informal contacts
- May bring in extra expertise, knowledge, connections at a key moment
- Especially when dealing with sophisticated attackers
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Preparing is key
• Have a detailed plan specific for computer security incident response
• Connect with existing crisis management, disaster recovery or similar
initiatives
• Train staff to learn and maintain appropriate skills
• Periodic exercises & simulations essential
• Help others deal with their own incidents and learn from them
- Excellent trust-building and contact-building strategy

• Security incidents happen
- It’s a matter of “when”, not “if”
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Focusing on the “Why”
• Dealing with a crisis is an all-consuming work
• Keeping a clear direction is crucial throughout the process
• Define what are the goal(s):
- Recover what was lost?
- Understand what the attacker has done to prevent reoccurrence?
- Prevent reputation damage?

• Review goal(s) on a regular basis with a coordination team
- Adapt strategy, resources and goals according to the evolving situation

• Do not let the flow of events dictate the natural next step
- Stay in control by keeping a view on the global picture
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Designing your procedure
• Avoid reinventing the wheel
- https://aarc-project.eu/policies/policy-development-kit/
- https://wise-community.org

• Typically:
1. A policy describes high level principles (rarely changes)
2. A procedure is derived from the policy with all practical implementation details
• Involve all key stakeholders in the review of the policy & procedure
• Limit exceptions or custom processes: stick with the rest of the organisation’s
workflow
• Document & share your policy & procedure
- Transparency helps manage expectations, clarifies roles & responsibilities

• Test on a regular basis
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A security policy (e.g. with WLCG)
• Incident response starts with a solid Acceptable Use Policy for end users
1. You shall only use the resources/services to perform work, or transmit or store data
consistent with the stated goals, policies and conditions of use as defined by the body or
bodies granting you access.
2. You shall provide appropriate acknowledgement of support or citation for your use of the
resources/services provided as required by the body or bodies granting you access.
3. You shall not use the resources/services for any purpose that is unlawful and not (attempt
to) breach or circumvent any administrative or security controls.
4. You shall respect intellectual property and confidentiality agreements.
5. You shall protect your access credentials (e.g. private keys or passwords).
6. You shall keep all your registered information correct and up to date.
7. You shall immediately report any known or suspected security breach or misuse of the
resources/services or access credentials to the specified incident reporting locations and to
the relevant credential issuing authorities.
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A security policy (e.g. with WLCG)
• Incident response starts with a solid Acceptable Use Policy for end users
8. You use the resources/services at your own risk. There is no guarantee that the
resources/services will be available at any time or that their integrity or confidentiality will be
preserved or that they will suit any purpose.
9. You agree that logged information, including personal data provided by you for registration
purposes, may be used for administrative, operational, accounting, monitoring and security
purposes. You agree that this logged information may be disclosed to other authorised
participants via secured mechanisms, only for the same purposes and only as far as necessary to
provide the services.
10.You agree that the body or bodies granting you access and resource/service providers are
entitled to regulate, suspend or terminate your access without prior notice and without
compensation, within their domain of authority, and you shall immediately comply with their
instructions.
11.You are liable for the consequences of your violation of any of these conditions of use, which
may include but are not limited to the reporting of your violation to your home institute and, if
the activities are thought to be illegal, to appropriate law enforcement agencies.
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A security policy (e.g. with WLCG)
• Defines a security incident
- E.g. A security incident is the act of violating an explicit or implied security policy (for example, a
Resource Centre security policy or an e-Infrastructure security policy)

• Defines the goals
- E.g. The objective of this policy is to ensure that all incidents are investigated as fully as
possible and that Resource Centres promptly report intrusions. In particular, security
incidents are to be treated as serious matters and their investigation must be resourced
appropriately.

• Defines how the main roles are allocated:
- E.g. The e-Infrastructure will appoint an incident coordinator for each suspected incident,
in order to promote the cooperation across the Resource Centres and collaboration with
peer e-Infrastructures, and assign a unique identifier to each incident, which is considered
public information. The coordinator may share incident information as appropriate with
other organisations, in particular peer e-Infrastructures, which have adopted this policy.
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A security policy (e.g. with WLCG)
• Defines the obligations of stakeholders:
1. You shall promptly report suspected security incidents to your local organization's incident
response team.
2. You shall promptly report suspected security incidents (or your involvement therein) that have
known or potential impact or relationship to the e-Infrastructure resources, services, or
identities, via the incident response channels defined by the e-Infrastructure.
3. You shall follow the incident response procedure defined by the e-Infrastructure.
4. You shall promptly respond to and investigate incident reports regarding resources, services,
or identities for which you are responsible.
5. You shall perform appropriate investigations and forensics and share the results with the
incident coordinator.
6. You shall aim at preserving the privacy of involved participants and identities, and ensure that
information shared with you is not publicly archived or published at your end without prior
agreement from both the sender and the incident coordinator appointed by the eInfrastructure for each incident. Public disclosure of information regarding security events
should be handled through the Resource Centre Public Relations contacts.
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SCI guidance for incident response
• [IR1] A process to maintain security contact information for all service providers and
communities.
• [IR2] A documented Incident Response procedure. This must address: roles and responsibilities
of individuals and teams, identification and assessment of incidents, minimisation of damage to
the infrastructure, response and recovery strategies to restore services, communication and
tracking tools and procedures, and a post- mortem review to capture lessons learned.
• [IR3] The capability to collaborate in the handling of security incidents with affected service
providers, communities, and infrastructures, together with processes to ensure the regular
testing of this capability.
• [IR4] Policies and procedures to ensure compliance with information sharing restrictions on
incident data exchanged during collaborative investigations. If no information sharing
guidelines are specified, incident data will only be shared with other security teams on a need
to know basis, and will not be redistributed further without prior approval.
https://wise-community.org/wp-content/uploads/2017/05/WISE-SCI-V2.0.pdf
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SCI guidance for incident response
• [PRU1] An Acceptable Use Policy (AUP) addressing at least the following areas: defined
acceptable and non-acceptable use, user registration, protection and use of authentication and
authorisation credentials, data protection and privacy, disclaimers, liability and sanctions.
https://wise-community.org/wp-content/uploads/2017/05/WISE-SCI-V2.0.pdf
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Incident Response Procedures
• Having detailed, step-by-step, procedures is key
- Users: a reporting procedure (at least an easy-to-find contact point)
- Staff: incident containment + reporting/escalation procedures
- Security teams: detailed steps to coordinate and resolve the crisis

• Reinforce procedures with checklists
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Incident response procedure (EGI)
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Incident response procedure (EGI)
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Incident response procedure
• Typical incident response procedure
1. Report even if unconfirmed
2. Contain the incident (with caveats)
3. Investigate thoroughly with adequate resources
4. Report, share indicators of compromise, communicate as appropriate
5. Respond in a mean commensurate with the scale of the problem
6. Restore and resume access to affected services & identity
7. Share one ore more close-out reports to different audiences
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Incident response procedure
• For security teams, a short internal procedure is a great resource
- Roles & responsibilities
‣ “Team leader”: Drive the process and coordinate all activities
‣ “Lead investigator”: Process evidence and focus investigation on goals
‣ “Communication manager”: Handle all messaging & external comm.
‣ “Forensics coordinator”: Analyse & collect evidence, build timeline

- Location of relevant tools and their documentation (log search, …)
- Document key procedures (account suspension, network blocking, …)
- Use a dedicated tool to keep track of tasks, timelines and actions
‣ e.g. The Hive (https://thehive-project.org)
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The importance of time
• Time is precious
- Logs rotate and filesystems decay over time
- The attacker may become aware of the incident response and react

• A key goal is usually to construct of detailed timeline of what happened
- Understand what was lost, how the compromised occurred, prevent reoccurrence, …

• Keeping a detailed timeline of what investigators do is crucial
- The case may grow bigger or last years
- Insignificant details may become essential
- Court cases rely on precise description of how evidence was collected & handled
- Insider attackers will almost always argue and contest what was done and how

• Time management is incredibly difficult in a crisis (time flies quicker than one thinks!)
- Debriefing may help identify areas of improvement
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Incident response performance
• Debriefing or close-out reports are the norm
• Simulations or incident response exercises are often rated, for instance:
- How long it took to fulfil incident response procedure steps
- How effectively an action was executed

• Rating real, actual security incidents with
the same scoring system provides useful
insight
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Local incident response

Local incident response
• Document every action taken with timestamps
- Some innocuous detail may become key later

• Do not delay forensics
- But establish goals in the forensics process

• Separate technical and communication roles
• Appoint an incident response coordinator, even for moderate severity
• Be curious, be suspicious, never give up and keep hunting
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Local incident response
• Technical coordination
- Always have an objective-driven strategy
- Manage and allocate a storage location for evidence gathering & analysis
- Always assume forensics need to be court-proofed, until proven otherwise
- Split data regarding the attacker (easily shareable) and the victims

• Communication coordination
- Triage and dispatch information quickly and organise information
- Define recipients, and keep a dashboard/view of last communications
- Keep recipients informed and tell them when the next update will be
- Never hesitate to ask help/advice/insight from other teams or peers
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Responding to security
incidents as a community

Unus pro omnibus, omnes pro uno
• It is rare that an attacker focuses efforts, tools and tactics against a single
adversary
• As a global community:
- Often share tools, services and users/victims (similar vulnerabilities and entry points)

• Jointly, we have strong assets
- Skilled and motivated individuals
- Similar defence strategy

• We can respond as a community
- First member observing an attack shares indicators with others
- Share expertise and knowledge to provide a community-wide response

• Best way of fighting sophisticated adversaries at acceptable costs
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Real case study: a botnet dump
• A security contact reports to CERN Security a “credential dump”
- The computers of the victims are fully compromised
- Identities are collected by malicious actors and sold online
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• Business model
•

Credentials replay
• Business model
•

Real case study: a botnet dump—Where it starts
• I first search for CERN data
mrdupont:DELETEDPASSWORD@login.cern.ch

• CERN has a local security incident with a local account
Local incident response procedures apply
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Real case study: a botnet dump—There is more
• I first search for CERN data

Mrdupont:DELETEDPASSWORD@facultyaccess.uchicago.edu
mrdupont:DELETEDPASSWORD@abellafest.uchicago.edu
mrdupont:DELETEDPASSWORD@apcases.uchicago.edu:8888
mrdupont:DELETEDPASSWORD@edg.uchicago.edu
mrdupont:DELETEDPASSWORD@ess.uchicago.edu
mrdupont:DELETEDPASSWORD@facultyelections.uchicago.edu
mrdupont:DELETEDPASSWORD@lists.uchicago.edu
mrdupont:DELETEDPASSWORD@mops.uchicago.edu:7443
mrdupont:DELETEDPASSWORD@physics-survey.uchicago.edu
mrdupont:DELETEDPASSWORD@psdcomputing.uchicago.edu
mrdupont:DELETEDPASSWORD@sof.uchicago.edu
mrdupont:DELETEDPASSWORD@studentemployment.uchicago.edu
mrdupont:DELETEDPASSWORD@training.uchicago.edu
mrdupont:DELETEDPASSWORD@uchicago.cybershift.net
mrdupont:DELETEDPASSWORD@vendor-query.uchicago.edu
mrdupont:DELETEDPASSWORD@webmail.uchicago.edu

• In fact, the user is based at uchicago and his/her desktop is fully compromised
• So, this is now a multi-site security incident, a personal contact will be used to resolve this
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Real case study: a botnet dump—Gridlock
• Wait! We can also see this:
mrdupont@hep.uchicago.edu:DELETEDPASSWORD@atlas3.b459.bnl.gov

• ATLAS is a LHC VO.
• This is now a grid security incident
- BNL-ATLAS is the official LHC resource
- WLCG incident response policies + security contacts apply
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Real case study: a botnet dump—Wider circle
• Before we trigger a grid security incident response procedure:

mrdupont:DELETEDPASSWORD@ldapmaint1.fnal.gov
mrdupont:DELETEDPASSWORD@www-bd.fnal.gov
mrdupont:DELETEDPASSWORD@alumni.stanford.edu
mrdupont:DELETEDPASSWORD@eauth.research.gov
mrdupont:DELETEDPASSWORD@identity.research.gov
mrdupont:DELETEDPASSWORD@www.fastlane.nsf.gov
mrdupont:DELETEDPASSWORD@evo.caltech.edu
mrdupont:DELETEDPASSWORD@ami.in2p3.fr
mrdupont@uchicago.edu:DELETEDPASSWORD@web.lupm.univ-montp2.fr

• This is now an academic community security incident
- Need to inform REN-ISAC? (does not apply for the last lines…)
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Real case study: a botnet dump—Federated identities

• The data also contains:

mrdupont:DELETEDPASSWORD@shibboleth2.uchicago.edu
mrdupont:DELETEDPASSWORD@shibboleth3.uchicago.edu

• This is uchicago's InCommon IDP endpoint, based on the metadata
(https://md.incommon.org/InCommon/InCommon-metadata.xml)
• Finally, this is now a federated security incident!
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Real case study: a botnet dump—(Lack of) boundaries

• Grid incident, academic security incident, federated security incident…
where is the boundary?
- Each have separate procedures, and security contact points
- We are bound to have a collection of interconnected trust groups

• This particular credential dump was small but still contained 9417 creds
• Hard to deal manually with each. The process must be scalable!
• In 2021, CERN sent 2282 notifications for compromised passwords
(non-CERN passwords)… per day.
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A community response
Building blocks for joint security operations and incident response:
1. Trust and collaboration
2. Threat intelligence sharing
3. Security Operations Centres
Research Lab 1
Correlation
engine

IOCs

Incident
response

syslog
net ows

Log
storage

Security Operations Centre

fl

IOC = Indicator of compromise
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A community response
• Overcoming cultural gaps finally unavoidable: campus vs scientific computing
- Scientific computing: they have threat indicators and contacts
- Campus security: they have the system and network logs
- Very complementary roles

Non trivial to implement

• Correlation is a difficult/expensive task
Campus / Research Lab
Scienti c computing

IOCs

Correlation
engine

Incident
response

syslog

Campus security

Log
net ows storage

fi

fl

IOC = Indicator of compromise
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A community response
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A community response
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Incident response as a community
Law
Enforcement
Private sector
Central
coordination
XSEDE

Victims

Victims

Victims

REN-ISAC,
OSG, etc.

EOSC-Hub

Other
Victims

Victims

Victims

Victims

Example: Operation Windingo

• Ad-hoc team of incident response coordinators
- Manage and centralise the information flow and evidence (may be 1000+ victims)
- Disseminate the right details to all potential victims (direct or via e-infrastructure)
- Focus the investigation on identified goals (key leads)
- Mutualise the collective expertise of involved experts (IOCs, scanner, decryptors)
- Interface directly with third parties (law enforcement)
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Incident response as a community
Law
Enforcement
Private sector
Central
coordination
XSEDE

Victims

Victims
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Other
Victims

Victims
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Victims

Example: Operation Windingo

Central coordination: who is this?
• Everyone’s business but nobody’s job
• Always need ad-hoc teams to manage global severe intrusions
• Usually composed of energised individuals from our community (and wider)
“If you are interested to defend against this attack and have some time to dedicate to this,
welcome onboard!"
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Reality is complex and chaotic
• Each communication link (

) is either:

- Pre-established trust framework (faster at large scale)
- Known personal contact or trust built ad-hoc (slower)
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• Different collaboration tools and changing/converging is extremely difficult
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Global incident response workflow model
• Scope is all relative
• Multiple levels of coordination, depending on severity, scale & location:
- « Local » coordination for a project, community or e-infrastructure
- Global coordination generally involves private sector and/or law enforcement
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Threat intelligence sharing models
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Handling severe cases

Using MISP for incident response
• Large scale incidents are common
• Indicators of compromise are key
- Need sharing with different audience, varying TLP
- Regular updates, clean-up needed

• Typically distributed via emails, and (public or private) online advisories
• Using MISP or similar has huge benefits
- No action needed from participants
- Reach out to more potential victims (email is highly unreliable has a way to
share indicators of compromise)
- Automatically ingested in Security Operations Centers of many organisations
- Massively speeds up detection of affected entities
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Dealing with the media
• People without media training should not talk to the press…
• People with media training have learned why they should not to talk to the press…
• Basic guidelines
- Avoid “live” communications and interactions, like interviews
- Prepare and maintain concise and factual press statements over the course of the incident
“We have been made aware that a limited number of user accounts have been exposed and our security
team treats the situation very seriously, as protecting our user data is always paramount”.
‣ Explaining what is known. Do not lie
‣ Giving facts and context
‣ Assume what you write will be cut/paste
“We have been compromised but this was an isolated test host” —> “We have been compromised!”

- Reply promptly to journalists when probed
‣ Involved your press/media team
‣ Inform whomever may be contacted for further questions (management, CEO, dean, etc.)
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International criminal organisations
• When international criminal organisations target the R&E sector, community or
organisation, attacks may last for years
• Often, the only way to stop them is to make arrests and/or significantly disrupt their
operations
• Working with law enforcement and getting someone arrested is hard
- Takes time and efforts
- But can be very successful and effective

• Guidelines
- Coordinating among victims is essential
- Sharing indicators, attack status, … benefits the entire community
- Building informal relationships with law enforcement greatly helps
- Involving informally security vendors provides huge relief on the technical + media fronts
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Nation States
• Many APT groups are targeting the R&E sector
- There is no product you can buy to defend against a Nation State

• Partial list at https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1H9_xaxQHpWaa4O_Son4Gx0YOIzlcBWMsdvePFX68EKU/edit
• Guidelines:
- Building informal relationships with government intelligence agencies greatly helps
- Public or private sector entities may have expertise that can help you
‣ And you may have shareable samples, context, … that is of interest to them
‣ Establishing informal trust relationships may provide invaluable benefits

- Sharing indicators, attack status, … benefits the entire community
- Involving security vendors provides huge relief on the technical + media fronts
- Be mindful of political or strategical implications, or reporting duty to governing agencies
‣ Might be wise to hire a dedicated incident response company
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Insider attacks
• The number of insider attacks is often largely underestimated
• Cases are usually very difficult to handle
- The attacker is often skilled
- The attacker understands your environment
- BYOD is not your friend

• Preserving privacy and presumption of innocence is paramount
- Knowing when to involve management, HR or law enforcement is a subtle process

• Important human / people aspects
- Making accusations against a colleague has serious implications
‣ Better be very sure on the technical side. May be career-ending or life-breaking.
‣ Security people are not good with humans: know your limits (and involve HR)
‣ Need proof before formally investigating someone <—> Need to investigate to obtain proof

- Attackers always deny (with a few exceptions) and often go to court to fight back
- People may react in unpredictable ways (emotions, family, …) when confronted
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Child Sexual Abuse Material (CSAM)
• Topic deserves a full session
- Most people largely underestimate the scale of the issue and severity of
the material distributed

• In a nutshell
- 1 out of 500 employees browse CSAM from work
- 20% of convicted offenders have images of children < 3 year old
- 95% of CSAM hosted in EU or US

• There is CSAM distributed in your organisation
- Learn about it the hard way
- Or manage this risk as part of your security strategy
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Child Sexual Abuse Material (CSAM)
• Strategy: Treat CSAM as a form of cyber-enabled crime
- Have dedicated internal processes and procedures
‣ Roles and responsibilities
‣ Reporting channels

- Get CSAM indicators and treat CSAM as another form of cybercrime
- Always investigate hits
‣ May not be enough for a court case, but often enough for dismissal

- Always reports hits and CSAM
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Child Sexual Abuse Material (CSAM)
• Managing CSAM cases
1. Internal procedures
Have pre-established procedures to handle CSAM cases within your organisation.
- A computer security incident procedure: retain all relevant data for a possible court case (system,
network and access logs, etc.), establish or confirm the facts, without alerting the potential suspect
nor tampering with the actual evidence.
Never ever expose your staff to CSAM: consult with a qualified CSAM expert or agency or law
enforcement to obtain a classification of any suspicious material.
Informal contacts and trust relationships with your local law enforcement agency is an important
asset.
- A Human Resource plan to manage the information flow, ensure the legality of the internal
investigation, preserve the presumption of innocence and provide support to the alleged
perpetrator (be physically present when an employee is interrogated as a suspect, inform and
provide support throughout the process).
- A Legal plan or strategy to drive the investigation and internal processes in a coherent manner.
All CSAM should be reported. Even if there is not enough evidence for a court case, there might be
sufficient ground for a dismissal or internal sanctions.
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Child Sexual Abuse Material (CSAM)
2. Obtaining CSAM Indicators of Compromise (IoCs)
- Binary file hashes: typically MD5 or SHA1 hashes of known CSAM
- URLs: URLs or domain offering or facilitating access to the CSAM
- Fuzzy hashes: typically PhotoDNA hashes of known CSAM (can lead to false positives)
- Keyword lists: keywords associated with CSAM (can lead to false positives)

3. Detecting (and blocking) CSAM
- Integrate CSAM indicators as part of your Security Operations Center
- The cost of including CSAM to security operations should be close to zero (low volume)
- Obtaining CSAM indicators can be done from multiple sources, including:
‣ Your local or national Law Enforcement Agency
‣ Interpol’s Baseline Program
‣ The Internet Watch Foundation
‣ NetClean
‣ Project VIC or NCMEC
‣ Canadian Centre for Child Protection, …
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Wrap up

